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BERLIN RESTAURANT GUIDE
COFFEE 
Kaffeekirsche | Instagram | Location
Kaffee Kirsche is a cozy neighborhood coffee shop in Berlin, beloved
for its friendly atmosphere and delicious coffee creations.

The Visit | Instagram | Location
With a rotating selection of beans from around the world, The Visit is
the perfect place to discover new and exciting flavors in a chic setting.

Coffee Star Origins & Blends | Instagram | Location
With a focus on single-origin beans and carefully crafted blends, this
boutique coffee shop offers unique and flavorful brews.

BREAKFAST & BRUNCH
A Never Ending Love Story | Menu | Location
Located along the Kantstrasse, this cozy brunch spot not only serves
great food, but a great soundtrack and amazing energy.

Lonely Hearts | Menu | Location
This “proper fry-up” is one of the few places in Berlin you can get a
proper English breakfast - plus, they have vegan options!

44 Brekkie | Menu | Location
Located in Kreuzberg, 44 Brekkie offers a delightful brunch experience
with a menu of creative, health-focused dishes.

Fine Bagels | Menu | Location
Home of authentic New York-style bagels, hand-rolled and boiled,
paired with a cozy bookstore ambiance. 

CURRYWURST
Konnopke's Imbiss | Website | Locations
Konnopke's has been a Berlin staple since 1930, famous for its
traditional currywurst and iconic sauce.

Krasselt's Imbiss | Website | Locations
Renowned for its perfectly grilled sausages and signature spicy
ketchup, offering a true taste of Berlin's street food culture.

Curry Baude | Website | Locations
Curry Baude is loved for its exceptional currywurst, crispy fries, and
homemade sauces, making it a popular spot for quick, delicious bites.

LOCAL FAVORITES
Osmans Töchter | Menu | Locations
Located in Prenzlauer Berg, this cozy restaurant offers a modern twist
on traditional Turkish cuisine.

Doyum | Menu | Locations
Renowned for its delicious and authentic Turkish kebabs, a popular
quick and easy bite in the city.

Monsieur Vuong | Menu | Locations
Located in Mitte, Monsieur Vuong offers fresh Vietnamese cuisine with
a rotating menu, making it a unique and popular spot for a quicknmeal.

Lon Men Noodle House | Instagram | Locations
Lon Men Noodle House excels in delivering authentic Taiwanese. Their
noodle dishes are outstanding & their bao buns are a must-try.

Wok Show | Menu | Locations
Wok Show in Prenzlauer Berg is famed for its amazing dumplings
served in generous portions. 

Wen Cheng | Menu | Locations
Wen Cheng in Mitte is a hidden gem specializing in handmade biang
biang noodles. 

BEER GARDENS
Prater | Instagram | Locations
Prater is Berlin’s oldest and most famous beer garden, offering a lively
atmosphere, traditional German beers, and hearty Bavarian cuisine.

Eschenbräu | Website | Locations
Eschenbräu is a cozy beer garden in Wedding known for its craft beers
brewed on-site.

Brlo | Menu | Locations
Brlo is a trendy beer garden located near Gleisdreieck Park, offering a
wide selection of craft beers and delicious food options.

Cafe am neuen See | Website | Locations
Cafe am neuen See is a picturesque beer garden located lakeside in
Tiergarten Park. 

Schleusenkrug | Menu | Locations
Known for its tranquil atmosphere, scenic views, and selection of beers
and German dishes, it's a favorite among locals and visitors alike.

CLASSIC GERMAN
Dicke Wirtin | Menu | Locations
With its wood paneling, eclectic decor, and inviting terrace, Dicke
Wirtin offers hearty German cuisine.

Max und Moritz | Menu | Locations
Step into a piece of Berlin history at Max und Moritz, an authentic inn
known for its robust, traditional fare and house-brewed beer. 

Clärchens Ballhaus | Menu | Locations
Dine in style at Clärchens Ballhaus, one of Berlin's most elegant
venues. 

Schwarzwaldstuben | Instagram | Locations
Savor the flavors of Southern Germany at Schwarzwaldstuben, where
you can enjoy specialties like Flammkuchen and Maultaschen. 

Lütter und Wegener | Website | Locations
Stands out for its artisanal approach to traditional German cuisine,
blending quality ingredients with a cozy, neighborhood atmosphere.

SCHNITZELS
Peter Schlemihl | Menu | Locations
Peter Schlemihl is renowned for its crispy and tender schnitzels.

Obermaier | Menu | Locations
Obermaier, located in Kreuzberg, is famous for its hearty and flavorful
Bavarian schnitzels.

Engelbecken | Menu | Locations
Engelbecken offers modern and creative interpretations of schnitzel.

FINE DINING
Otto | Website | Locations
Located in Mitte, Otto offers a contemporary take on German cuisine,
emphasizing locally-sourced ingredients and innovative dishes. 

Sathutu | Instagram | Locations
Tucked away in Prenzlauer Berg, Sathutu brings the vibrant flavors of
Sri Lanka to Berlin.
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